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Six SGA Senators
resign in protest
James Allardice
Editor-Ih-Chi- ef
Following Wednesday's SGA
meeting six Senators resigned
from the Senate, protesting the
Cabinet's handling of the Sept. 12
elections. At Wednesday's meet-
ing the Senate, along with nearly
20 students, discussed the
Cabinet's decision to disqualify
nine candidates from the elections
' over a week ago.
Resigning : Senators were
Naveed Ahmad '04, Rahul Bhalla
'01, Rahim Bhayani '02, Jamal
Haider '04, Saad Khan '02 and
Taimoor Khan
'02. Several of
the Senators
who have
resigned are
'
also calling
- for the SGA
cabinet to
resign and
questioning
the future of
1 international
students at the
"The six of us got
together and no
longer think that
SGA is a competent
organization. It's
be heard, " Rahul
Bhalla '01 said.
College. :
According
to Bhalla, one of the six Senators
to resign, "We had hoped tonight's
meeting would have been more
: constructive, but there was a lot of
hostility on the part of the Cabinet
and the rest of the Senate. -
"The six of us got together and
no longer think that SGA is a
competent organization. It's not a
forum in which our voice can be
heard," Bhalla said.
Bhalla said he had hoped last
night's meeting would have been
less hostile and that the Cabinet ;
.would answer students questions
as a result of die Senate elections. ,
,Nine candidates were disqualified i
.from the Sept. 12 elections for not 3
removing campaign posters from
Jbawry and Kittredge before the
specified 11:59 p.m. Monday
deadline prior to the election.
At Wednesday's SGA meeting.
President Erik McLaughlin '01
said, "As of now, the elections
stand." At that point, the meeting --
was opened to questions regard-
ing the Cabinet's decision to dis-
qualify nine candidates.
Bhalla said, "A rule is only an
effective one when it is properly
implemented." Zakir Thaver 01,
a candidate who was not elected
to the Senate and not disqualified,
argued that voters should have
been aware that nine candidates
were in violation of election rules.
Parliamentarian
Daren Batke 02
said, "The di-
squalification
took place after
the election took
place. We had to
mwt a an entire
nOt a fOrUm in - Cabinet before
which our voice can anv decision
could be made,
and that wasn't
possible until
after the election
had begun. We
had to account for each and every
vote," he said.
Batke said that the SGA
Constitution does not stipulate
consequences for violations of
election rule,; and the Senate's
decision to disqualify candidates
was based on past precedent. In
the 1998 SGA Cabinet election,
presidential candidate Matt
Carpenter '99 was disqualified for
violating election rules when he --
sent electronic broadcasts
throughout the campus.
. Ahmad said he resigned
because he felt the Senate and
Cabinet were rude and hostile at
Wednesday's meeting. "I simply ' -
(See SGA Elections page 3)'
Forum sparks debate
' -- - - - Wr11 11 t 1
Planned Parenthood President Photo BY Kai I Iadm i.ani
Gloria Feldt addresses tlje audience Tuesday in McGaw.
Abe A b rams
Siaf Whiter
Planned Parenthood President
Gloria Feldt spoke Tuesday
evening on what might be the
most controversial topics dis
cussed at this year's forum. The
forum titled "Calling Ourselves
Free: A look at the Past and
Future of Kc; riHluclive Rights
in America" progressed relative-
ly smoothly - due in part to
increased security and the
peacctulness ana respect or
groups demonstrating outside of
the entrance to McGaw ChapeL
The audience listened intently
as she described the limited
options she had ;is a woman
growing up in the 1950s. I'el.ll
emj:f:asi.ea me iu ; .rt..;.cc !
Planned rarct.:!.ood as an edu
cator for woriien arid piovider f
birth control, t . exams.
TD h,r :: r . t I t, ..-ti- ng,
-- ( : ; '.t:l! us
Feldt responded to numerous
questions from the audience.
Students and community mem-
bers used this opportunity to
address particular confhcis 01
personal concerns. Adjunct and
FYS professor liajhara
Hampton said. "I inn t hit my
voice to speak for those who
are defenseless ... who can't
speak for themselves. I do
respect your position, though I
don't agree with it." she said.
Others with opposing views
introduced questions alluding
to other leading feminists who
are pro-lif- e, questioning Feldt's
thoughts on the fact that since
1974 over 34 million alxulions
have been performed and ask-i;)- ?
w hat she thought was God's
icw of ahortion.
- In resjxmse to a student's
questions about reproducti ve
(!,etr I'Littnt J ParrnfhtHtd vii'c 2)
News fx1.
s v. i Editor Laura Nesler Assistant Editor: Alex Pries
Peaceful demonstrations at Forum
Naomi Kresge
Editor-In-Chi- lf
Last Tuesday's forum saw
peaceful, quiet and organized
demonstrations from both sides of
the abortionissue. I,Campus-base- d --v
groups met
before the
event for a
Support Rally .
in favor of s
Planned ' . ' .s
Parenthood as ,
well as a Silent i
Candlelight
(Prayer) Vigil V.
against abor--
tion. t
The approx-- . i
imately 60 - -
participants in
the-- Silent
Candlelight , e'
(Prayer) Vigil,
organized by
Adjunct and 1
.
n "
Writing Center V Photo by James Allardice
instructor
BarbaraHampton,
Pro-lif- e supporters light can-
dles in silence at vigil.
stood behind a
barrier outside McGaw Chapel.
Participants held candles and
signs with messages mourning the
loss of life due to abortion.
Participants in the candlelight
vigil handed out slips of paper
explaining the event: "This is not
a protest ... This is a vigil of
mourning for the 37,000,000 chil-
dren who, since 1973, died in the
U.S. by abor
tions, - the
explanations
read. '
After the
beginning of
the forum,
about half of
the vigil partici-
pants entered
McGaw. About
a dozen stood
outside in a cir-
cle, praying,
while others
clustered in
small groups,
talking- - and
' 'praying..
The nearly
100 support
rally partici-
pants met in
front of Lowry
at 6:45 p.m.,
with most wear-
ing blue shirts
to show their
solidarity as well as stickers print-
ed with the various goals and pro
grams or fiannea rarentnooa.
The group marched to the forum
together, progressing along the
Grace E. Smith Memorial Walk
arlH. through Kauke Arch to stand
outside McGaw chapel directly
opposite the candlelight vigil.
Rally co-organi- zer and
Women's Resource Center co-coordin- ator
Meghan Wills '02
said the group had originally
thought of simply tabling in
Lowry, but "the Planned
Parenthood clinic specifically
requested the Planned
Parenthood house organize
something in response to the can-
dlelight vigil." Other event organ-
izers included WRC co-coordina- tors
Kerry Makin-Byr- d '02, Anna-Mar- ie
Campbell '01 and Pia
Bhalla '01 as well as the Planned
Parenthood small house program.
Campbell said of the event,
"This is a good way for people to
peacefully affirm their opinions."
College of Wobster alum and
Wooster resident Doug
MacMillan marched in the sup-
port rally along with his two small
children. "I'm a Republican, but I
think morally this is right,"
-
....
.. imi.) v- -
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Planned Parenthood supporters Photo by Karl Haddeland
clad in blue shirts pass the library on their march to McGaw
Chapel Tuesday before the Wooster Forum.
MacMillan said.
Francine Crist, mother of
Audra Warner '02 and an advisor
to pregnant teens and teenage
fathers in a Stark County high
school, also marched in the sup-
port rally. "I'm here in support of
all of Planned ' Parenthood's
reproductive healthcare servic-
es," she said. "I'd like to see my
students go to Planned
Parenthood before they come to
me - to get birth control before
Planned Parenthood Cont' d
(continued from page 1)
planning, Feldt offered her opin-
ion: "Do you really"think people
only want to have sex to procre-
ate? Most people want to have one
or two children in a 40 year repro-
ductive period," she said.
.
s
Feldt also drew special atten-
tion to the College's long history
in the advancement of women and
reputation for political correct-
ness. She made connections with
the theme of this year's forum by
discussing the role democracy
plays reproductive rights. "In a
.
democratic culture, everyone can
participate regardless of their sta-
tus in life ... Reproductive rights
are essential to a democratic cul-.r- re
all people must deal with
reproductive rights issues at some
point in their lives," she said. She
' describing her organization, Feldt
said, "For nearly 85 years, we
have worked to ensure that
women can be trailblazers to par-
ticipate fully in every segment of
American democracy." ; .
To connect herself with the
issues at hand, Feldt offered
information about her person-
al life. A bride at age 15, and a
mother of three children by age
20, Feldt became active in the
reproductive rights movement
She has been the president of
Planned Parenthood since 1996.
Feldt emphasized the impor-
tance that individuals should
have in shaping their lives.
"Individuals ... not the gov-
ernment should be able . to
make personal, private child-beari- ng
choices," she said.;
Feldt told, die Voice she was
r r informed 'Wooster . students that Vnergtzed" by the opportunity td
one pfj the -- best ways, to. Project i ipektL on a college campus,'sptne4 i
. She lso, spoke about the histo- -
QT of Planned Parentfipoi incqn-te- xt
of the feminist movement In
III
i
!l itnink thfjiea a jrsnrfeeneieia g cejbt Li
activism on campuses," she said.
they get pregnant" she said.
The support rally participants
entered MaGaw as a group at
7:20 p.m.
Both sides expressed support
of the peaceful nature of the
events. Rich Poole '03 who
stood in the candlelight vigil,
said, "It was peaceful, which is
the way it should be ... I'm pro-lif- e
because I have a high respect
for life," he said.
Makin-Byr- d said, "I'm so
happy about the turnout Planned
Parenthood does so much more
man abortions helping chil-
dren of low economic classes get
healthcare ... they do encourage
abstinence and education about
sex," she said.
21
Wooster students came face to face with an inflatable caribou on
Wednesday. The caribou, brought to
is tavelir.g around the country to
National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska. Dan Borsody of ECOS said,
"This land is home to over 165 species of wildlife ... and is a vital
resting stop tor migratory birds
Hemisphere." ECOS is encouraging students to sign a petition
which is being sent to Pre.-ident-CLin:o-n and Senator Ml!;e Dew ine of
Ohio. ECOS is havir.g i:s next meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 26 at 7 p.m.
in Lowry 119. The highlight of this
an Alaskan Wildlife activist Anyone
contact Eorsodv at x6-c- 5.
ilHit:,! :i': t f t
ihllii; fii
1 1 :::: 1 1 i t '
mi
; i ; :
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Photo by Kate Smanik
campus by members of ECOS,
gather su- - port for the Arctic
from all over the YSestern
meeting will be a presentation by
interested ia joining ECOS can
i si
SGA Elections Con't
(Continued from page J)
asked for an ad hoc regarding
Lowry food and looking at mak-
ing improvements and I felt like I
was attacked by people within
the Senate," Ahmad said. "I
wouldn't have resigned if I had
got the proper answers to the
questions people asked regarding
the elections. But we were treat-
ed extremely rude. We thought it
would be an open house to dis-
cuss the elections, instead it was
a threatening and hostile environ-
ment" he said.
McLaughlin said he thought
Wednesday's meeting was "han-
dled really well and I felt we
answered their questions in a
straightforward manner. I've
encouraged them to reconsider
their resignations. I really want
them to stay, they offer, an impor-
tant voice to students."
3.
Panel dialoguefocuses on education
Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-chi-ef
Last night's Associated Event dis-
cussion of Sexual FreedomSexual
Responsibility, called singularly
non-confrontatio- nal by some
observers, focussed extensively
on education and the importance
of personal responsibility.
The non-capaci- ty crowd of stu-
dents, faculty, staff and adminis-
trators spent about an hour and a
half in dialogue, facilitated by a
Guest Lecturer Claudia Chang will present:
'Researching the Eurasian Steppe: Settlement
Archaeology Along the Silk Road"
Sept. 28, 8 p.m.
LEAN LECTURE ROOM in Wishart
Sponsors include the Program in 'Archaeology, the Archaeology
- Student Colloquim, the Cultural Events Committee, and the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology. . .
Tho .Chemistry Club
i3 hcz'J.r.3 an Al-Scicnc- cs Gri'.I-Out'- cn
' ' 4
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McLaughlin said he didn't feel the
Senator's concerns weren't being
mocked, "but there are many ways
to approach an issue."
Former Senator Haider said,
"It's very difficult to work with
people who won't listen to you at
all. The Cabinet is answerable to
us and they gave us a bunch of
lame answers. I've lost faith in
SGA's ability to perform as it
should. We raised issues and got
no answers," he said.
Batke, who answered all the
questions directed at the Cabinet
at Wednesday's meeting, said,
"You can't blame the Cabinet for
mocking your vote. You should
blame the representatives who
were disqualified. It's their
responsibility to follow the elec-
tion guidelines. They signed an
agreement and didn't follow it"
Batke said.
Bilal Khan '03, who was dis
panel moderated by Director of
Student Health Services Nancy
Anderson. Panel members were
Executive Director of Planned
Parenthood of North Central
Ohio Cindy Biggs, Campus
Minister Linda Morgan-Cleme- nt
Director of Residential Life and'
Housing David Brown and
Associate Professor of
Philosophy Garrett Thomson.
The panel opened by each pos-
ing a question to the crowd. The
crowd then spent a good deal of
qualified, said that a group of
international students is planning
to write a letter to President Stan
Hales explaining the "injustice
they feel has occurred. "We want
it to be solved," Khan .said. "We
are not sitting down and letting
this issue pass. We are also asking
the Cabinet to resign. What they
did was wrong, and it's time they
realize it."
Bilal Khan, who is Vice-Cha- ir
of the Pakistani Student
Organization, an organization
based in Pakistan and dealing with
issues for Pakistani students
worldwide, said he will encourage
Pakistani students not to come to
The College of Wooster, as a
result of this election controversy.
"If we were wrong, then they
were also wrong," Bilal Khan
said. He said students are organ-
izing and intend to keep this issue
on the table until it is resolved."
its discussion in issues of educa-
tion, openness in the discussion
of sex and the importance of tak-
ing responsibility for one's own
reproductive choices.
College alumna and Wooster
resident and teacher Connie
Storck told her own positive
experiences in a Personal
Development course at Wooster
. in which issues of sexual educa-
tion were discussed. She suggest-
ed a similar course be reinstituted
at the College. Anderson said,
"There has been some dialog
between us and the Dean of the
Faculty about doing ; that."
Possibilities for non-cre- dit educa-
tion options - whether in a course
format or through . Residential
Life were also discussed.
WRC co-coordina- tors Pia
Bhalla '01 and Meghan Wills '02
told the Voice after the event that
they believe some topics were
avoided, citing specifically a pos-
sible threat to reproductive rights
if George W. Bush is elected and
.
appoints multiple, conservative
Supreme Court justices. ,
k t
TThere wasn'j epough discus--,
sion about the topi? pf reproduc-- t
tive rights, Bhalla, said, "I don't
think that wr, fully, understand
what kind of rights could be taken
away," the said
i
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success.
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Most importantly, they didn't need to be loaded full of the
cheap beer to do it.
Hopefully. Saturday's show will set the precedent for
Party on the Green to get bigger and better each year. For
years students have clamored for quality bands to per-
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Editor: Chris Powers Assistajvt Editor: Beca Stinson
Fbnim shaker igribfes abortion isisue
The student body was laced
with a tough decision Tuesday
night and the battle lines were
clearly drawn. Though Gloria
Feldt was speaking 6n behalf of
Planned Parenthood and its view
on reproductive . rights, all
involved knew that the true issue
of contention was abortion.
Whether or not abortion should
be made illegal, though, is not the
issue that was discussed Tuesday
nighL It does no good to discuss
the manner in which the Forum
was handled, or the briefing' about
the nature of the Forums (as com-
munity events in which the audience is
as much a part of the program as the
speaker), which was clearly not
described to Feldt beforehand.
The issue that concerns us most
is what we as a society are going
to do about it At present time, as
described by Feminists for Life, a
pregnant woman does not feel she
has any options if she wants to
have a "future." By a future, I will
have to use the definition that was
implied by Feldt: makirigsorneming
JawleJBbyk
of ourselves out in the "real world."
, Yet, Feldt's point devalues the
importance of mothers and
decreases the options for women
with unwanted pregnancies if they
ever want to "make something of
themselves." The programs avail-
able to women with unplanned
pregnancies are currently limited.
Why? Because a woman who
goes ahead and has her baby is
still looked down upon in today's
society as irresponsible.
One thing we, as women, must
face is that we are biologically
different from men. If we want a
future in the workplace, as Feldt
said, we must have control over our
bodies. But, what Feldt failed to rec-
ognize is that you and I are adults
who do have control of our bodies
before wechoose to have sex, and not aflsc
: Perhaps the greatest lie we have ever
been told is that sex is OK if we
practice safely. There is still a risk. If
we are not abte to (leal with a possible
pregnancy, we are not ready for sex.
That's not preacrung. It's true. ' " --
I make this charge to every man
and woman on this campus
whether you are pro-lif- e or pro-choi- ce.
Do not pretend that the
child growing inside his or her -
mother's womb is anything but a child.
Understand that the true area of
contention is the lack of programs
in our country to protect the repro-
ductive rights and responsibilities
of all men and women. Our real
: decisions are over whether to sup-
port abortions now because these
programs are not available or
oppose abortions because these pro-
grams shuxddbe..
Do something about iL Make it
so women will not be emotionally
destroyed and babies will not die
because of what we have failed to
do. We have heard in a hundred
high school graduation speeches
that "we are the future." They
were right-- Real children are
dying while we make up our
minds. Do something about it ,
. Jaime Bryk is a guest columnist
"for The Wooster Voice.
Students miss point offorum lecture
Is it just me, or did a select
group of people who attended the
Planned Parenthood Forum miss
the point? It was not centered on
the abortion issue, no matter how
much- - certain avid' pro-life- rs
wanted it to be. It seemed as if
people walked through the doors
of McGaw on Tuesday night with
a baseless, pre-concei- ved notion
that Gloria Feldt would stand up
and exclaim' that a fetus is not a
human being and that abortion is ;
not murder and is therefore justifiable.
The fact that a professor stood
up and began to preach to Feldt
and the audience about the wrongs
of "baby killing" embarrassed me.
As representatives of our liberal
arts college, professors should be
aware that they play a major role
- in fostering an environment where
people can respect the opinions of
others, even though these opin-
ions may not coincide --with, their
pwn, i was. not difficult to see that
Gloria Feldt came tp Wooster to
inform.: us, about! the , goals-- of
PJanne4 arerUhopd.r. yyhichare
jjpt tq perform as many: abortions
V:V! Ki'i,' Viit S3 0 .-V- V
.ViV: .'1 i t 'X.: Hi .VP1
Rrr.r.A Stinson
as possible.' In fact, if you listened
to what Feldt had to say, she made
it abundantly clear that, among ,
other things, Planned Parenthood
is an organization mat wishes to
give low-incom- er, families ; birth C
- control options before the need for,
an abortion arises. This jneans
fewer-- abortions.''' If 'you : can put- -,
two and two together this also-mean- s
that perhaps pro-lif- e advo-
cates are blindly arguing the same
point as Planned Parenthood fewer
abortions are a good thing.
Don't get me wrong. There were
pro-lif- e advocates that entered the
forum Tuesday night with level
heads. Cheers to these people who
came to the forum with an open
' mind, who listened respectfully to
-- what Gloria Feldt had to say1 and
who did' not blindly assume' that
"Planned' Parenthood' supports
--' abortionwithout trying to prevent
it id other way.' I reahze 'that the
--' peopte who 'StrJcid bp tad spoke at
- flicTorfam do not represdh all pri-03'- wi
2 4at.IT "lo tQ orti
life views. I do think, however,
that tact, diplomacy, and open ears
y and minds among'' all parties
- would help to alleviate some of
'the silly arguments 'that we so
often find ourselves in during
such controversial debates: --
-
To infer'that the sole point of
Feldti speech was ' to advocate
- abortion was an incorrect assump-
tion. To try and make her speech
into"1 sornething that!it was not
--demonstrates a need for conflict
and heated arguments. To listen
with a closed mind to a knowl-
edgeable person attempting to
inform the public about the goals
of an organization contradicts
everything that our college" stands
for.' The "liberal" in liberal arts
does, in fact, mean broadrninded-nes- s.
Perhaps we should open our-
selves to constructive criticism
tad admit that we, -- as a communi-
ty, have1 not 'xepreseiWeST The
College of Wooster as mef liberal
arts school that it claims id rfc: '
"'&4cca SiwsiotrisThe Assistant
ketpo:inii f M&VoTne Wodster
Sjg-i.-ia'i'i- b )jii.-i3;la- ll V t'
--
..q io Uisa-- i am: jnshs A
5.21
iW f, WT SGA runs dirty electionlA.yf yiririrf
I pW rr Cawt fc.flk ? ) ll
Voice misreports Race Forum
To the Editors:
Those who attended the
College's Town Meeting on Race
last Monday evening and then
read the Voice's description of the
event may be a bit confused. The
representation written by the
Voice staff was not only incorrect,
but misleading.
First of all, Barbara
Hetrick did not pose the We
question, "Are we woulddoing an adequate job
of promoting diversi-
ty?"
author
as she was not sit-
ting on the paneL It
whowas LaTashia Reedus
who made these open?
ing remarks. We ques
tion how this tnigfVw would have
occurred if the author of the arti-
cle actually attended die event and
saw who spoke. .
Although me author was correct
when quoting Christina Evans as
saying. "People are people, we are
all made of the same stuff ... so
we are all the same," Evans later
disclaimed this belief by saying,
"Color, ,,. blindness allows
whites to, ignore the benefits
of whiteness and dismisses the
experience and reality of peo-
ple of color."
m it tie tKeo uk
A4 XMXt t. H HICH.- -
This quote would have better
accompanied the latter quote from
Evans speech: "If you're not
outraged, then you're not pay-
ing attention.
The comments taken from
Charles Peterson's speech did not
correctly represent his views and
were taken out of context. As we
were not taking careful notes that
question how this mistake
have occurred if the
of the article actually
attended the event and saw
spoke.
night, we will not try to para-
phrase his remarks, for as you
know, that can lead to inaccura-
cies.
We also noticed that the author
of the. article failed to correctly
identify several audience partici-
pants. . In addition to not identify-
ing Dr. Ted Williams, the Author
seemed to have mixed up the
identities of senior student Jacob
Johnson ) and alumni student
Keatbun tGale, the. intern of
the Office of Black Student
Affairs.
.
t 0tDf T
' THI1KJ
Seeing as how the Voice editor
was present for the entire event,
we do not understand how so
many errors "occurred in one short
article.
We suggest that those writers
who cover similar events in the
future have a knowledge of
the subject so they do not
incorrectly represent it. or that
the Voice invite a
guest columnist.
Beyond journalis-
tic errors, however,
you hurt the image
of the event by writ-
ing such a poor arti
cle. It is not often that
race issues get dis-
cussed in public forums
on campus, and your representa-
tion of the event undermined sev-
eral intelligent ideas presented
that evening.
The Women of Dene House
Editors' Note: Neither
Chief, or any section editor of the
Voice was present for the entire
forum event Editor-in-Chi- ef
James Allardice Wat present for
thefirst 20 minutes of'the discus-
sion. The Voice apologizes for
errors in last week's article.
To the Editors:
In her article "SGA Candidates:
Suck it up and deal," Ms. Naomi
Kresge makes several assertions,
none of which seem to be based
on any facts whatsoever.
Firstly, the "rules' as she calls
them were in no way clearly
defined. The informational meet-
ing was NOT a mandatory one,
the information sheet passed out
said nothing about consequences
and additionally, there is no such
clause clearly stated in the
Constitution. The very fact that
an ex-Sena- tor was disqualified for
having a poster up is clear evi-
dence of the fact that this policy
was a vague one and subject to
manipulation by the Cabinet. If
people clearly knew the rules,
why would they shoot themselves
in the foot by violating an estab-
lished rule and running the risk of
disqualification? Do you mean to
say that all the nine candidates
were stupid enough to do this?
I also see little reason in accord-
ing credit to the SGA for the high
voter turnout. Credit is due,
instead, to the candidates who
went about campaigning effec-
tively enough to make people vote
for them. Manning both booths at
Lowry and Kitteridge during the
elections and "triple-checkin- g
the ballots constitute expectations
from the Cabinet that must be car-
ried out, nothing that should be
noted as exemplary.
My next question is why wait
till the end of the counting to
declare people are disqualified? If
the posters were seen at 10 ajn.
and elections only began at 11
anv. the SGA had ample tone to
communicate their decision to the
disqualified.
What is even more interesting is
the fact that the Cabinet decision
was taken at 7 p.m. (according to
Daren Batke himself at a meeting
between the Cabinet and the inter-
national students), and yet the
SGA took the trouble to tabulate
the votes of those disqualified and
inform them about their perform-
ance. Apparently, this was for
"statistical" reasons. How can
statistics of people who believe in
"taking the law into 'their "own
hands" and "running some sort of
a dictatorship" count for future
reference?
In my opinion, people who con-
duct these elections have a moral
responsibility to convey such
important decisions to the candi-
dates as well as the voter. To
know that a candidate is disquali-
fied, yet allowing people to vote
for that person isn't the most fair
and "clean" way to run an elec-
tion. The entire process of wait-
ing to count the ballots before let-
ting people know they were dis-
qualified is unprofessional and
unbecoming of a group of individ-
uals that supposedly run the stu-
dent government. More impor-
tantly, when the Cabinet collec-
tively took the decision at 7 p.m.,
why then did they spend the next
four hours counting the voles of
people they decided to toss away?
Maybe this was the reason they
were "up until the wee hours
counting and recounting."
I doubt that these facts repre-
sent that this year's elections were
conducted in a "fair" and "clean"
manner. If anything, this was the
worst election conducted during
my four years at this school. I
would also encourage the Editor-in-Chi- ef
Naomi Kresge to take
all relevant facts into consid-
eration and consult those that
were harmed by the process
before formulating her judge-
ment.
This year, a large group of inter-
national students applied for posi-
tions in the SGA after a very long
time. This group wanted to make
a difference and believed that the
SGA was a great platform to
express the needs of international
students.
However, the manner in which
these elections were held leaves
little doubt that there is a definite
resistance in the SGA to make this
a reality. In this context, I take lit-
tle pride in being elected the
Senator of a student group that
believes in discrimination and
foul play and does not take
responsibility for communicating
important decisions to voters and
candidates before or during the
process of elections.
--R-
ahul Bhalta '01
Former SGA Senator
FEATURES
Blessid Union ofSouls:
Lola Axassi & Mour McKoinet
. Features Editors
Wooster students turned out in
droves for what was the most
exciting Party on the Green per-
formance in recent school history.
Voice Features editors Leila
Atassi and Molly McKinney
joined band members Eliot Sloan
(lead vocals), CP. Roth (key-
boards, bass and harmonica),
Eddie Hedges (drums and percus-
sion) and Tony Clark (bass and
guitars) on their bus for a very
intriguing interview.
Voice:: How did you find each
other?
CP. Roth: : Well, Jeff and
Eddy and Eliot all knew each
other from playing in different
bands from the mid-80-s, and
Eddie our drummer actually intro-
duced Jeff and Elliot to each other.
Eddie went out to L.A. to try his
luck at being a hired-gu- n player.
That's when Jeff and Eliot started
playing a lot together, and they
always thought they could take
this thing up to the next leveL In
the meantime in the 80s, I was a
synthesizer, session musician in
New York City doing everything
from jingles to soundtracks, tour
albums, whatever. And I worked
with a guy who was a record pro-
ducer from Cincinnati. That's how
I met Jeff and Elliot. ,; :
Voice: Well you know, a cou-
ple people had heard of the song
"Light in Your Eyes" and the very
next year. Hey Leonardo" came
out and it exploded. How was
that, did you feel that change?
CP. : " Leonardo" had been-o- ut
for a while, but we certainly
see the things where a single's
been out and it's doing really well
yet our lives don't seem to
change. But there was a week
when from the beginning of that
week to the. end. when it was ;
like, 'oh man, what the heck hap-
pened here. n: : , i i
Eliot Sloan:? .We got a lot iof
new fans with ithat! song. --That
song really turned a lot of new ;
fans ontp the, old sooff .that we did.
Tony Clark: A lot of the peo-
ple we get at a lot of the shows,
people come and bear the songs
that we'll do and don't believe
that we're the same band that did
"I Believe". Everyone came to see
"Leonardo" or "Let Me Be the
One". It's a slow-growi- ng fan
base, but it's continuing to grow.
Voice: What would you say
was your most memorable per-
formance? ;
CP.: There was a very early,
gig in Toledo where we learned a
couple really big lessons about
ourselvers long story short, we
got up on stage and realized they
hadn't really told all of these peo-
ple that showed up at this free
concert that Foreigner wasn't
showing up and instead you're
going to get the "I Believe" guys,
and it was a little spooky for about
the first one-thi- rd of the show
but we turned that whole crowd
around and that was a big deal for
us, that show.
Eliot: It was the last show that
we did, the bra show was pretty
memorable. " .
CP.: We had so many braziers
thrown up on stage that Jeff and
Eddie connected all of the hooks,'
you know, tied them together, and
they made a line that went the
length of the festival stage.
Eliot: We had, what, 24, 25
bras? '.' .
Voice; In the middle of the con-
cert you did this? V
: Eliot: Yeah, we did our set and
for the encore we tied them up
they stretched from one end to the
other. . . ';
Eddie Hedges: The funniest
thing about it was,' after the show,
all these girls were at the gate and
they were all "I ' want my bra
back." - t:"'x.T: "
CP.: And you have to explain
to a IS year old girl why she's not
getting her bra back" ;
, Tony:' I'd rather explain that to
. her than explain to her father why:
r she doesn't have a bra!
'
Voice: So '.do you feel that
; youfve gotten more artistic free- -i
dom i as youve become more
: famous?'. --'.I . '
i ; iEUote Yeah, especially on Ibis 3
: last record, you know, because, t
i you know, we justidid what we
felt because actually; iat the time, i
there was a record company
6
Editors: Leila Atassi & Molly McKinney
the insiders9 tour-stor- y an
involved but they basically stayed
away from the studio which we
didn't have a problem with.
Voice: So are you guys in the
middle of a tour now?
CP.: We're actually at the end
of a tour. We're gonna stay out
until the end of October and then
take a nice long break. We're
working on a couple of very nice
things for next year, but I'm not at
liberty to tell you about any of
them.
Eddie: We can tell you that
you can definitely be on the look-
out for a new Blessid Union of
'
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Blessid Union of Souls band members Tony Clark and Eliot'
Sloan before the big show.
,
-
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Souls CD coming out at the end of
January beginning of February. .
It's gonna be cool because it'll
basically be the singles we've had
out but with a few different ver-
sions of them. ' -- '
.Voice: What did you think of
Wooster? Did you go to the fair?
Eddie: We walked down
.
around there, but I didn't see it
. open. But Wooster is just like
every . other small town in the
v USA; but the best thing: about
Wooster is just like most small towns--'
you have a Wal-Ma-rt ' And this is a
V beautiful college! f ' v f i i J
Voice: In preparing for this
' i interview, we' asked some people
1 --what they 'would like to know and
r they -- were curious' as 16 Iwhy "
rcBlessidr is spelled with an "fe"i I
CP.: Soi you- - say' "Blea-i- d
and not "blessed." Which works
everywhere in the world except
Indianapolis where they don't
spell. The first time we played in
Indianapolis the DJ got up and
introduced us as "Blessed. Union
of Souls."
Eddie: And they always drop
the "s." It's like, "And here they
are anouncing Blessid Union of
Soul!" And we're backstage going
"ssss!"
Voice: What's the reception
like when you come , into
Cincinnati or your hometowns?
. Eddie: Yeah, it's pretty off the
hook. Whenever we do shows at
photo by James Allardice
home it's pretty wild. And it's just --
like a family reunion. t ? t ,- -
CP Yeah, because everyone
thinks they're our cousin. -
Voice: So who were your idols
growing up?
. . Eddie: You know I don't even
know if it was an idol person for
me. I was a confused child. I
mean I listened to everything and
I played in every kind of band. I
loved all types of music. I would
'go From the whole Motown Steyie
'Wonder thing to Elvis, you know
because I was an Elvis imperson-
ator's' drummer, and then I did a
lot !of ' classical ' stuff - through
school. I played in a' polka1 bandj
--When you're a drummer trying to
get into gigs? you get into 'every- -'
ui thing! I took something away
3 from every one of them'-- ' 1 n
CP.: I had to sit in for a
thology
Turkish band when their key-
boardist didn't show up, to play
behind a belly dancer, which is
great because you've got Turkish
guys giving you musical cues in
.. Turkish. ;
Voice: What do you do before
the show to get psyched up?
CP.: Depending on what type
of show it is, we have different
sorts of preparation. It's all really
individual, it's not like we build a
fire or have a cheer.
CP.: This whole part of Ohio
and the country has been great for
us, and certainly in the last two
years just between Cleveland and
Akron. We've just been playing a
lot in this area, places like
Ashland University and in Ada.
Oh, Eliot gave' the people a show
in Ada. See back in the old band
that Eliot and Jeff had, they used
to do this thing like ACDC where
he's singing lead and he put Jeff,
our guitar-play-er on his shoulders,
and Eliot would be walking Jeff
around as he plays guitar. J3ut see
what happened was. once they
started enjoying a little success,
Jeff started "being successful"
(indicating weight gain. So Eliot
hadn't tried that in a couple years,
so when Eliot tried to pick Jeff up
' in Ada and his pants couldn't take
it, so they ripped and he wasn't
wearing no drawers and the kids
in' the front got a real education!
' Eliot: Those pants split from
' here to here (indicating from knee
to knee in the crotch). It wasn't
just a little hole. I was like, "Jeff I
;
ripped my pants!" He was Eke, "Hey,
"
no big deaL" ; He didn't know how
severe it was. So that was our Ada
. experience. ; -- , : ,; '
Eddie: Not as bad as the night
he threw up after eating Taco Bell.
Eliot: No, I ate at Taco Bell 11
hours before the show and I was
still throwing up. I haven't eaten
"there since! Those Mexi-melts- .1
(The stage manager boards the
bus and gives the guys a half-ho- ur
warning.) i-- !"J' - r ' ': 1 ? r! 1
A CP.: ; That's our1 cue; (taking
1 !box-6- f niicrcKjnes'froml stage
manager). Well' be5 in? Cleveland
' around Halloweeri at fheOddoh.
Eliot: Yeah, you guys- - feHduld
-- come' out it's always --a good
time. '
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. , e collected a sampling of
.'. rs cf oar carrpas community,
Q: What is your f,. oriie huilding and why?
A: -- Kauke: it &yii.S.!ies tlie College of Wooster as an icon:
-- Culbcrtson II ,i -- : i ;v whole being is centered upon having
a comfortuLle r ...Icnce, and I love tlie porch.
Q: What is the worst huilding on campus and why?
A: -- McGaw is just ui'ly and doesn't fit;
--Hie communication building it has the most majors but
barely enough classrooms of its own. and it's '70s.
Q: How would you rate the "collegiate feel" of campus?
A: --That's why I came here it felt like Harvard:
-- Very good:, it's what a college should look like.
Q: Have you ever been frustrated with Kauke and why?
A: -- It needs to be refurbished: paint is chipping, classrooms
smell and windows don't work;
--The tower is a sauna. The building really needs air condi
tioning!
Q: How would you rate the Hygeia experience?
A: --One time, I woke up delirious on medication, and I serious-
ly thought I was in Paris in a WWII hospital.
Q: How would you feel about having 'Security as new neiglihors
if they were closer to more residences?.
A: -- It would be better for campus safety;
--I think it would be an invasion of privacy they're sup-
posed to keep us safe, not be Mr. Rogers.
Q: How do you feel about the landscaping on campus?
A: -- The main traffic areas look nice. You never walk around and
think "damn t!...t's ugly;" .
--Trees are nice. I i.t s:i;i I'd prefer flowers to bushes and
a be a botanical refuse of some sort.
i ct of dorm living?
- r i J son.c work, for exam; !c you can
, I .' v. 'i t!.e p shower windows
.
:
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The chess game begins: planning report spurs another round of decisions
Voice Senior Staff ' ' '
Ten years from now when the current student body visits
as alumni, they may not recognize the campus. The admin-
istration has released the results of a,long-ter- m study on
possible remodeling renovation and expansion of the.
College's current facilities. :-- V .. . . n
.i r t ; i f f ;
The recommendations of ,college campus and. acility
rJamiingj consultants Doben.Jjdsky, Praigpd Associates
have played a key role in the planning process, In spring .
2pp0,,the) group worked wjd;situdentSrf faultyTid ,adiriin-- r:
istradpn tcevalua heppsiJiYe;and negative, aspec pf the --
campus;, y,, jiujY -- Jatfl m-jpliS;t.a-- u !;
j :( The,.rw.inf goals, of tne..stu4yi,were. maximizatjqw of) the -
tvi-- ' v nit" --ij yt ia
existing space and maintenance of trademark College
attributes like tree groves, collegiate gothic buildings and
brick walkways. The resulting report mapped out what .
Vice President for Finance and Business Bob Walton call4 ..
a "chess-- game--" of interlocked development moves.
,
- Waltpn said th&Lidsky study "focused on improving the
-- quality, f life of the student," both academically and oth--- 1
.ierwise., a t it. i t tl . .:' i i t
q The pages --of this special .section will explain the pro--
pq6e4 role ofLeach pieco ia the chess game.icorrelating lo, i
the above map; 1. the remodeling f Kanket the largest .
academic building en eampus;l (20 a new. academic uild-- t
ving and the relocation of Student Health.arid Security;i(3.) ! t
a new admissions building and dedication to the greening
of campus; (4.) the renovation of priority dormitories Armington,
Stevenson and Bissman; and (5.) an addition to the PEC for more
recreational space not associated with organized sports. I
:
. The report was presented to the Board of Trustees at their
June meeting, and final decision on implementation of any
of the recommendations - aside from that of the already
financed new admissions building - lies with them.: t
The Board has set up an ad-ho- o committee (tvaddrefis the
question. The committee wiH listeo to the input ef fl series
of campus, foots groups as iwell as consider ismtes of
fundiaising and financing before submitting its recommen-
dations. ) M i-- c! ' 1 --3 ' i i ' tW. Ml ..
Old Main in full blaze. Dec. 11, 1901.
From out of its ashes, Kauke Hall is born.
The $137,162 project begins:
Kauke Hall in its infancy. 1902.
i fr r
bottom) Kauke s most recent cosmetic alter
ation: Delmar Archway, completed in 1962.
B -
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Kauke renovations center-stage-d
Karen Auble
What ...
The Tune 2000 findings and rec-
ommendations of planning consult-
ants Dober, Lidsky, Craig and
Associates took particular is,sue
with the conditions of Kauke Hall,
echoing sentiments shared by stu-
dents and faculty for years: struc-
tural and design improvements to
the 98 year-ol- d building are long
overdue.
Ranking highest among the con-
sultants' criticisms . was Kauke
Hall's characteristic overcrowding.
Of the 400 campuses the planning
firm has studied, Kauke has the
largest concentration of faculty and
students in one building. Built in
1902 when the student population
numbered approximately 200, the
building now accommodates more
than 1,700 students and 21 depart-
ments 23 classrooms and 70 fac- -
' ulty offices.
The Lidsky study recommended
that several departments be relocat-
ed to a yet-to-be-constru- cted aca-
demic building on College Avenue
in order to maximize space and
minimize congestion in the existing
Kauke structure.
At present. Vice. President for
Finance and Business Bob Walton
explained, "Kauke doesn't have
what today ' we want in a really
high-quali- ty educational environ-
ment. You need informal space for
students and faculty to spend time
. for either academic or cultural
purposes. You need classrooms
that are flexible.- - You can have
technology; you can have a lot. of
things mat right now are more dif-
ficult," he said.
Specifics among the Kauke Hall
renovation plans include the instal-
lation of air conditioning; remodel-
ing of classrooms; creation of
informal study spaces and larger
faculty offices; and the technologi-
cal integration of a video confer-
encing center with satellite commu-
nications capabilities. ,
; Though the Kauke Hall project
takes priority over other long-ter- m
renovation and development initia
tives, it can only begin once the
Managing Editor
How
A Kauke Hall
. renovation
ents tremendous
logistical chal-
lenges to the
general opera-
tion and distribu
tion of academic
departments. With Kauke playing
such a central role in academics at
the College, a precise step-by-st- ep
strategy has been devised one
that Walton terms the "Chess Game
Theory".
"Each time you change one vari-
able," he said, "you" affect four or
five things."
"When we renovate Kauke
Hall," Walton added, "every single
department on campus will be
affected. It won't be like when we
remodeled the Severance sci-
ence Building and only the chem-
istry people were affected'Tie said.
Closing off half of Kauke Hall to
construction while keeping the
another half open and operating
- was . one option discussed. The
Lidsky study, however, dismissed
the idea. Such an undertaking
would only be more disruptive,
expensive and time consuming,
requiring at least two years to com-
plete""-"
The Kauke .- -' project instead,
; Walton explained, is best initiated
on a one-yea- r, summer-to-summ- er
basis. "That means you've then got
to have a facility, in addition to the
other buildings on campus. .., You
need to think about the logistics of
not only. Kauke being under con-
struction but once the academic
building and those faculty move
back, you don't want to have a
building that you built for a tempo- -,
rary situation," he said.. "
.
In addition Dober, Lidsky, Craig
and Associates recommend that by
distributing classes throughout the
day, the pressure to cut classes and
' cut classroom space during the
transition period would be reduced.
That was a part of the chess game
as well," Walton said. '
.
'
When Kauke is eventuallv com- -
pew academic building gs cqmplet-- . " pleted, ' three departments; will'
cu. viiu;iu umcij ifjt, vip iu,w-)LHu- iu . rcsiue permanently, in .me new
'and for the Kauke Hall renovation building "economics, education
"J L fe 1 ( 1"have yet to be set anttSronfiitted. and psycnology. '
The Kauke behind the Kauke legacy:
Captain John H. Kauke, hardware mer
chant of Wooster; a founder, friend and
trustee of the University, J 866-190- 4. :
t - m . 1 I
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New building poses challenges
Jill Treftz
(
Chief Staff Writer
Preceding the Kauke
renovation in theJ) "Chess Game" suc-- J
cession is the con
struction of a new aca
demic building.
The proposed building would
stand where' Hygeia Hall is
now,and would be linked to Scovel
in a manner similar to that of
Severance and Mateer. While
Kauke is under construction, the
new building . would house the
majority of the faculty who now
have offices in Kauke. In order to
accomodate the sheer number of
faculty, the ground floor of the
new building will be set up as a
kind of - "administrative center," :
which would be used as offices for
the first year and, then used in the
long term as a campus technology
center. :
After the Kauke renovation is
complete, all but three of the cur-
rent departments housed in the
building would move back. The
departments of psychology, educa-
tion and economics would remain
in the new building, which would
be constructed to include lab space
for the psychology and education
departments.
However," before construction
could begin on a new building in
that location, the Student Health
Center and Safety and Security
must be relocated and Hygeia
demolished. Security would relo-
cate to Culbertson House, and
Health Services would move clos-
er to the dorms on the current site
of either Hart or Slater House,
Director of Student Heath Center
Nancy Anderson expressed excite-
ment at the prospect of a new health
center. "I think we're going to a
better location," she said.
Anderson listed several problems
with Hygeia that a new building
might solve, including the lack of
amenities such as telephones,
computer hook-up- s and televi-
sions in the inpatient rooms.
Anderson and fellow nurse Laura
Luhring will ; conduct focus
groups throughout the semester to
take into account the needs and
wants of Wooster. "I feel that stu-
dents know what the problems and
concerns are that they have. . This is
an opportunity for the students to have
a voice," Anderson said
Before any of these proposed
changes can take place, however,
the school must receive a grant
from one of the several academic
foundations to whom they have
applied for financial assistance.
The new academic building is
anticipated to cost $8 million to
$9 million. Should the College
receive the grant it needs,
struction on the new building
could begin as early as next
A new welcome mat ...
Jii.LTm.ny
Chili SiAt rW'KiTLK
Prospective stu- -
2007 will pet a
whole new experience
of the Cohere of Wooster on
their can pus i..i:s. Ly then the
new admissions center, the
money for v.!.ih was donated by
Chairman Frnfriius Sim Gai.!t
upon Lis ivliisT'ivil from the
Board of Tnr tecs, wi',1 be up and
running in in new building and
location.
The new admissions center
will be located on the south side
of campus at the site Myers
House currently occupies. Myers
House will either be renovated to
accommodate the admissions
center or the College will con-
struct an entirely new building
on the site. New parking spaces
on site would accommodate 15 to
20 visitors.
Director of Admissions Carol
Wheatley expressed satisfaction
with the proposed location for
the new admissions center,
which introduces prospective
students on tours, starting on
College Avenue and leading
them up towards the front of
Kauke. "It isj an impressive way
to introduce families to die Wooster
campus." Wheatley said.
The admissions staf f is eagerly
awaiting the relocation. "And I
believe most of the staff are very
excited about having a site that
will allow us to accommodate
our guests more graciously,"
Wheatley said.
Indeed, the Lidsky study
found the current admissions
center located in Galpin Hall to
be "uninviting ttnd oveily insti-
tutional." Wheatley echoed this
sentiment, emphasizing the need
for a "site that reflects the quali-
ty of the institution."
In order to . "ei !,.mce the
pedestrian nature of the cam-
pus," Dofx-r- , Lidsky and Craig
and Associates proposed that
Coiie.. e Avenue should be closed
from University to Pine (see
map). Next, the closed avenue
should be grassed over and land-
scaped, and should include brick
walkways, outdoor lighting and
outdoor seating areas. Walton
agreed with Lidsky's finding
that the one of the campus' best
features is its "walkability,"
as well as the idea that the green
space needs to be preserved.
The .Lidsky report has sug-
gested that a gateway be con-
structed at the corner of College
Ave. and Pine. Also, a "cobble-stoning- "
of Beall on the campus
would help deliniate the bound-
aries of the College.
Construction on die new
admissions center will probably
begin sometime during the sum-
mer of 2(K)1 and lake a year to
complete. The vacated space in
Galpin Hall will be used for the
administration.
Lidsky plan addresses state of old, corroded abodes
Naomi Kresge
Editor -in- -Chief
If campus planners have their way, some
Wooster residence halls and houses will be
getting more than a facelift in the next few
years. Last year's Dober, Lidsky, Craig and
Associates long-ter- m planning report found an unequal
quality in existing residence halls and put housing changes
third in line on the College priority list
The final report included a recommendation hat the
College both "renovate consecutively Armington, Stevenson
and Bissman" halls as well as "replace individual small-sca- le
housing" with new housing that respects, responds to and
maintains the desirable small-sca- le grouping of students.? ;
Bissman Residence Director Patrick Rufener said of the
Lidsky prioritization, "I doolt think It's a situation where
these dorms are lesser in anybody's eyes; I just think they
realize it's their time to change,", t i - O ;
David Brown, DirecioV of Housing1 and Residential Life, '
stated that a "significant equity problem" exists between
College residence halls and said of Armington, Stevenson
and Bissman: "I look at the buildings and see serious struc-
tural problems: lighting, size of rooms ... no real study
space. ... They're just not equitable in terms of the living
conditions and the size of the rooms," he said.
Vice President for Finance and Business Robert Walton
said, "The real challenge to those buildings, aside from the
room size, is the width of the hall," and said that the issue
of communal living area would be addressed in renovation
planning. More informal areas and larger rooms could help
: mitigate the problem of social areas and also called for bath- -;
room renovations. "We would probably attempt to move
away from what I call gang bathing areas," he said, citing
! multiple shared bathrooms per floor as a possibility.
Brown said senior singles may be one possibility for the
currently densely populated halls, "suggesting they could
: provide a "unique and studyj-iniensi- ye environment for sen- -,
: iors" in the midst of Independent Study'. He also cited soph- -'
ornore housing "as a problem area lo be addressed. ,' '
Brown said planners do not yet know how Greek housing
wHl factor into the equation. "I don't know that anyone
knows," he said. "Clubs and sections J may stay put" in
Armington and Bissman. He mentioned consideration of
suggestions that on-cam- pus Greek groups be consolidated
into one dorm.
Rufener emphasized the importance of discussion with
individual Greek groups on the issue of their own housing.
"When we make decisions and put people in frames and say
'this is where people belong,' we run into dangers," he said.
Rufener said he believes the current arrangement of
Greek housing into sections within the dorms is a profitable
one. "I think that works for them," he said.The Lidsky report also addressed concerns about
College-owne- d small houses. Brown also pointed out that
the relocation of Security and Student Health Services as
well as the building of the new Admissions Center may
leave the College missing as many as four small houses in
the near future.
i "It's just great lo see a light at
rownsaiO. , , ,
end of the tunnel,"mWliiiiliilui iiiiiiiil
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Panels to critique Lidsky plans
Lauren Kulchawik '
Associate Editor
In order to clarify the proposed
Dober, Lidsky, Craig and
Associates plans, the next step is
discussion with faculty and stu-
dents in the form of focus groups
and panels.' ' ,
Last spring, head consultant Art
Lidsky conducted widespread
interviews in over 40 1 meetings"
with academic departments, admin-
istrative groups,1 student groups and '
faculty groups. . During the past
two weeks, faculty andJaff have
attended follow-u- p ' presentation
sessions in iean Lecture nail.
' Vkxlside'nt'iQr Fufanceand'
ffusinejis Bob Walton anI
Director of CpUegejRehuipns Jfefit
Hanna will again'.' conduct focus.
; t. !!- - J T; h 'in i .: iwTi
.nr jiuiiiH
groups, this time with students.'
Because students alone will com-
prise the panels, they will have
full opportunity to voice their
opinions of campus life.
Walton will lead discussions of
approximately 90 minutes in
length with small groups of 15
students. , These student panels
were randomly selected. The
introductory questionnaire asks
each participant for their, class
year; prior and current residences;
involvement: ip i intercollegiate
sports or, i intermural ? teams; .
involvement in student organiza-
tions: rorming arts-or- , musical,
groups aod tfitbey feaVe;a car pp.
j Ten fioctts .groups.; will Pl in i
the next eightdays.Waltoft jippesu
fprr constructive! j-scussi- Qns
7 ita'-ri- T is. .iriif J at Y vk5
"about what is working and why"
in residences and -- recreational
, space, with regard to common
daily behavior on campus.
Walton said he hopes the feed-
back will be "open, candid and
honest not a complaint session
but a joint exploration as to what
needs to be improved and an
exploration of possible options."
Walton said that often students
become so accustomed to .their
daily surroundings that they don't
question thera For this reason, Walton
concluded .(hat ".asking: 'why' coptm:
ues to be--a part of any evolving camr
pus and orgarazatjpH. " t to;- - r ft
President the, Cpyege JB,
dyciuig focus vgrouf)si among .fac- -j
' Photo bySeth Levy
Justifying renovations: Hygeia facilities are presently institutional and outdated. '
When the Money Matters
Erica Barnhill
Sports Editor
If the Board of Trustees
approves any of the recommenda-
tions for capital construction proj-
ects made by Dober, Lidsky,
Craig and Associates, a campaign
to raise funds for the project will
likely be on the horizon.
According to Director of
Development Frank Knorr, the
College "won't put the shovel to
the ground until we have cash in
hand ... we don't deficit finance
major capital construction proj-
ects," he said.
Fund raising for capital projects
is essential to their success; . all
buildings on campus have been
funded through direct capital
gifts. However, financing a major
capital project such as the one rec-
ommended by the Lidsky study
requires - a : special campaign
because the College is not permit-
ted to finance capital projects with .
money from its operating funds,
its endowment, its tuition monies
or unrestricted alumni donations
to finance capital projects.
The College's operating funds
consist of both the Wooster Fund
(unrestricted gifts to the College
for a single fiscal year) and
restricted gifts such as scholar-
ships, which may may not be used
for major capital improvements.
Wopster's endowment, which is
currently over $200 million and is
an accumulation of gifts profess :J
sionally managed for growth and
income, is . also untouchable, for,
that purpose.,-- . -- H;j -- . ..f,v'v :5 ;-- ,
AAA vS
'
fund. This is because focusing
only on future capital improve-
ments while ignoring the day-toda- y
expenses of the College
would "create a budget problem,"
Knorr said. As such, capital cam-
paigns are undertaken within a
"unified campaign," a fund-raisi- ng
drive covering not only capital
monies, but also the operating and
endowment funds as well. '
Wooster has completed two
such campaigns in die past 20
years. The Campaign ; for
Wooster, which ran in the early
1980s, helped provide funding for
the renovation of Scovel Hall,
.
Taylor Hall and the Rubbermaid
Student Development Center as
well as the construction of
Scheide Music Center and Luce
Hall. More recently, the
Campaign for the 1990s helped
finance the renovation of
' John P. Papp Stadium, Munson
4 Track,
v ; Kenarden Lodge,
Timken Science Library and
.
Severance Chemistry. The Flo
1C Gault Library for Independent
Study arid Ebert Art Center were
also completed with funding from
the 1990s.
The Campaign for the 1990s
raised approximately $70 million
dollars. , Vice President for
Finance and Business Bob Walton
'estimated that completing every
project proposed by the Lidsky
' report "is probably $100 million, I
woul guess. :
, However; given the number of
suggested improvements. Knorr
gncjtedj that not all of Dober, Lidsky
t and. --Craig'sj recommendations
However, while seeking fund- - may come to fruition. "It is high-in- g
for capital projects, the devel-- Jy unlikely that we will be able to
opment office usf : als qntanc intlnderiif pun next npified cam-t- o
raise furfds for both' the 6potT. "aljn; all the s&ggestlonl from the
iiirg" funds" and- - the" endowment Lidsky report," he said.- -- - - - '
Two score and five years ago, Lincoln came to Woo
Lindsay Bye
Staff Writer
For the past few years, students
have been pondering a familiar
face on campus. Quite tall and
very silent, this man marks, bis
space on the west porch of the
Andrews Library. ' He could be
considered the eldest of our advi- -.
sors on campus, residing at
Wooster since 1915. V
. Some dispute has occurred in
reference to the origins of this fine
gentleman. He was once said to
be the creation of an Alfonso
Pelzer of Salem, Ohio. Pelzer
ended up selling his family busi-
ness to William H. Mullins. John
G. Segesman, who was working
for Mullins at the time, revealed
himself to have been commis-
sioned for the statue.
Nevertheless, our Abraham
Lincoln was one of seven such statues,
five of which line Route 30.
Given life in metal, the statue
was a gift to the college in 1915
by James Mullins, the father of
W.H. Mullins, who at the time
was residing in Wooster.
Lincoln's first home on campus
was the Quinby Quad, the area
between Kauke and McGaw,
. where the commencement recep--
' tion is held. In Abe's earliest
years, he fell victim to many fra-
ternity initiations, including the
' sporting of many themes of fash-
ion as well as red and green paint
. In 1923, Lincoln took his sec-
ond residence, this time south of
. the Memorial Chapel. A few
years later, the thrill 6f painting
and dressing Abe was replaced by
the thrill of kidnapping him.
Periodically, Mr. Lincoln jour-
neyed to the football stadium, off
campus and into dorm rooms.
Wooster's grounds crew attempt-
ed to prevent students from
removing the solemn figure first
by placing a cement platform
beneath the statue. This' failed.
Bolts were driven into the cement
Still, Lincoln disappeared. The
statue was double and triple' bolt-
ed. This did no good. Finally, an
acetylene torch was taken to the
statue to, round the bolts.
Determined students still man-
aged to pry Abe free. Whenever
they could not pry him free, they
simply took all of him that they
! lu.J IU. ..iM Ul W ... - -r i p--- p-.
r r 1
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Under the Army's v
Loan Repayment
pre
,-r-
am, you could get
out from under with a
three-yea- r enlistment
Each year you serve --
on active duty reduces 1
your indebtedness by one--
l-l-rd or $1,500, which- -
ever amount is greater,
The offer applies to Pejjdns Loans, Stafford Loans,' '
' and certain other feJera'y insured loans, which are not' ,;
lM 1 1 And debtrelief is just one of the many benefits ', ;r ' :-- earn
from theArmy. 'Ask your Army Recruiter.
y-6- ; ,
r.r 1 1 n
www.c, oarmy.cofn
could.
In 1956, missing for several
months, Lincoln was found after a
rigorous search. A warning was
given to the students: "one more
disappearance, and the statue will
be retired."
Later that year, Lincoln was put
into storage beneath the stadium,
his ransom unset In 1963, hoping
that the maturity of Wooster's stu-
dents had somewhat increased,
Lincoln was returned to his spot
south of the Chapel for the Civil
War Centennial. He did not last
long, however. This time it was
official business that removed
Abe from the campus. During the
construction of McGaw in the late
1960s, the statue departed yet
again from the campus.
Thanks to the efforts of Lee
Culp, former registrar at the
College, Lincoln was returned in
4999 to Wooster. Apparently the
maturity of the campus is higher
today than it was 70 years ago, for
Abe has not been involved .in any
pranks since his return to the cam-
pus. He sits restored, hoping for
peace ' on the west porch of
Andrews Library.
International tales of intrigue
EmmaFoy
Staff Writer
Welcome to Babcock, where
every corner of the world is repre-
sented. East rooms with West and
North hangs out with South. Late
at night, students can be found
learning the Salsa in the basement
or listening to African, Indian or
Irish music. A cultural collage so
diverse would normally be found
only along the streets of a big city
-- ,but we have this diversity right
'
here in Wooster. ' '
I am here on a one-ye- ar
exchange from Ireland.' At home I
attend Queen's - University,
Belfast, which has 22,000 stu-
dents, so Wooster is a completely
different teaching environment"
than what I am used to.' '' ' '
T arrived on campus 'minus my
luggage ' 1 and c veryJ tired.'
Thankfully,' my tarig: 'distance
flight was more comfortable1 than
that of Jan Rohrbach '04 of
'
The Abraham Lincoln statue has
return to the college in 1999.
Germany. Jan had the misfortune
to be seated beside a "largely pro-
portioned" person who took over
most of his seat for the eight hour
journey.
Lina Lopez '04 of South
America was looking forward to
joining the close community here
at Wooster but was anxious to be
leaving big city life for small town
America." The liberal arts aspect
also suits Lina because her major
is undeclared. Through high
school Lina has used "Spanglish,"
slipping from Spanish to English
in the course of a conversation.
Thus Lina welcomes the company
of other Spanish speakers.
While Lowry'8 ' --culinary
delights satisfy most palates. Lina '
and her fallow South American
Costanza Christi '04 miss home-
made foody especially fruits such
as platanos and mangos, - J ' '
Kevin Wesotowski '04 - from
New York had a few problems to
PHOTO BY ELISE BECCHETTI
stood uninterrupted since its
overcome before he even met one
of his roommates, Kirtiman
Sherchan '04. First of all, he
couldn't pronounce his name, and
secondly, he had never heard of
the country Brunei. Kirtiman was
worried that he would have to take
on a United Nations peacekeeping
role, as his roommates are from
the USA and Vietnam Thankfully,
his worries were unfounded.
Now, after one month of
es, our excellent pre-orientati- on
program' is a distant memory.
Students who exchanged "hellos"
are now firm friends. Sleep has
become a luxury due to home-
work and late-nig- ht con versa-- ',
tibris. Adjusting from blazing
t
sunshine turning to torrential rain
in a matter of minuses, quirks of
the Ohio weather have become a
permanent source , of contusion.
From all of this, it is safe to say
that'we, international students, are
settling in.
A RTS ff F.MTFKTA TWMTWT
Broadcasting eqiupment inside
More to
David Powell
A&E Editor
Beer, dancing, bands and
socializing define the biggest
party of the year. Party on the
Green? No way: Bacchanalia.
Everyone on campus knows about
me event, but many only know the
rumors flying about the eclectic
' group behind it, the Crandalls.
"People have this stigma that
we're drag addicts and social mis-
fits, but this misconception is just
perpetuated more every year by
people who don't really know us,"
Crandall President Laura Higgins
01 said. .
The Crandalls consider them-
selves a non-prof- it, volunteer
organization. Over the years
members have volunteered with
groups like Habitat for Humanity
land Every.Wbman's House. The
I majority of their time is currently
given to the Humane Society, but
ithey are also doing work with
Planned Parenthood. Members are
not --required to do any volunteer
work, but Higgins says that most
' ft
'
.
" : fi I
photo by Amelia Kays
the WCWS radio station:
v ' Editor: David Powell
WCWS on the air with new ideas
the Crandall House
of them donate about two hours a
week, particularly during the sec-
ond semester. In addition, the
extra proceeds from their annual
Bacchanalia are donated to chari-
ties every year.
The Crandalls are the people I
go to for inspiration. They are
basically a family, a support
group," Higgins said. " -
Along with the volunteer aspect
of the group, the Crandalls are a
social group, similar to a greek
organization. Uniquely, however,
the group is co-e-d. Once the fra-
ternity Kappa Phi Sigma, the
group faded into the Crandalls and
began accepting females because
they felt they were marginalizing
the group by excluding them,
according to, Higgins.
The Crandalls- - name comes
from the on-camp- os house they
Jived in for a long time, the
Crandall Houses 'The house, for-
merly located on the corner of
Pearl and College, caught fire in
the '80s and was bulldozed after-War- d;
- The 'group's" charter was --
revoked in 199S after, a Judicial
David Powell
A&E Editor
New promotional ideas and
equipment accompany the
College's radio station WCWS
90.9 FM's return to the airways.
After their tower was knocked
down in a storm, the station's
management and school's admin-
istration spent almost all of last
year trying to get the station
broadcasting on the air again. The
station was only able to broadcast
for the last two weeks of school
last year. : '
This year they started broad-
casting in full force again as soon
as school started with new ways
of promoting the station's return.
Next week the station will began .
having giveaways over the air,
about every four hours. Along
with CD giveaways, Cinemark
Movies 10, Long John Silver's,
Papa John's and Red Lobster have
all donated gift certificates to be
given out. The station is also cur-
rently developing T-shi- rts and
bumper stickers.
Board hearing about hazing.
Higgins says the Crandalls were :
Caot really involved in the incident
but got the blame,f6Vtt.
Higgins stated that they are not
really interested in rechartering,
claiming it is too much work to
deal with the college's Greek sys-ter- n.
'
Not all of the members of the
Crandalls are Wooster students
either. Some are students at ATI
or Wayne County, but almost all
attended Woo6ter at some point.
Like every social group, the
Crandalls seem to have a persona.
: Higgins described the members as
fairly liberal and accepting peo-
ple. She added that contrary to
common perception they , are
socially and academically con-
scious. .-- . . ,
. Higgins estimates that over 25
percent of the Crandalls have at
least 3.0 GPAs. No Crandall has
been kicked out of school for aca--
' demic reasons or any other reason
in two years. She says the group;
'has focused t improving" their
academics in recent years. Only
The station will be broadcasting
. live from Cinemark Movies 10 for
the opening of "Blair Witch
Project 2" as a way of reaching
out to the community.
"Our goal this year is to get out
more and be more visible in the
community, Promotions Director
- Ravinder Rai 02 said.
Rai said that WCWS will start
by trying to become more present
in the student community and then
move outward to Wooster.
Eventually Rai would like to pro-mo-te
WCWS at music stores in
Akron, Canton and Mansfield
all places where people have
reported picking up the station.
"We are discussing ways to
improve the station right now with
administration, such as new
equipment, more funding and
improving alumni awareness,
WCWS General Manager
Adrienne Moon 01 said.
Last year the station received a
new mini disc player for recording
and playing promos and public
service announcements. However,
than Bacchanalia
about half of her original pledge
class still go to Wooster, but each
of mem have over a 3.0 GPA.
"It's time mat people's opinions
and attitudes change on the
Crandalls, we're a different group
now," Higgins saidL - ,
The reputation the Crandalls
have gained may' stem from
Bacchanalia, which is often peo-
ple's only impression of the
group. The Crandalls have spon-
sored the event for at least 28
years. Thn year's event advertised --'
having 70 kegs and featured the '
bands Love Lies Bleeding. The
Andy Johnson Explosion and The
Shantee, along with DJ Andrew
Phalen.
.
'
The idea behind Bacchanalia
is that we're all back to school,
let's have some ' fun and men :
buckle down," Higgins said, J I
The Crandalls work hard every ,.
year to make the, event safe for(f
everyone. Along with hiring secu
rity for the evening they also run
abuses back and forth between the
erent "and -- near campus until
a.m., when alcohol sales stop.
they did not get to use it until they
went back on the air this year.
The player is the first step in digi-talizi- ng
the whole system, which
will hopefully .include a digital
board, which Moon said, would
greatly improve the sound quality
of the station.
The station remains broadcast-
ing over the Internet (www.woost-er.eduwcw- s)
as they did all of
last year.
"One thing were pretty excited
about is that the website got 800
bits a month last year, when we
weren't even on the air," Moon
said.
- The station , plans to use the
website as a way to promote
prospectives and alumni listening
to WCWS.
Most of all the station is happy
to be back on the air a& the long
ordeal they went through last year.
After pursuing a few options the
tower was rebuilt in its original
location. WCWS is currently the
only station located on the tower.
They also notify the Wayne
. County Sheriff's Department of .
the event and ask them to set up a
. sobriety checkpoint near the exit
of the campground. Even with
; these precautions, underage
drinking and other drug abuses do
occur, which may be the cause of
. some of the group's reputation.
' The Crandalls say they, are trying
to deter these occurrences but can-
not control everyone's actions at
the event. This year's
Bacchanalia went smoothly and
raised over $10,000 in ticket
sales.
.
v 1
. f .It was a successful and chilled
Bach with lots of different people
coming together, Crandall
Elizabeth Palchak '01 said..
Bacchanalia may be the
Crandalls most public and signifi--
cant; contribution to die Wooster
social scene but it does not define
them.. t : . '4
' - Crandalls are about dis- -
covering the best in people anid
itryirig!lo1 bring it out We get
ilonbwi people and -- don't judge
them, Higgins said.
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YOU 035,000
TOVJAQD YOUR
DIPLOMA.
- You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlist
ment... and over $7,000
if you qualify for the
Montgomery GI BUl-.pl- us
help in paying off a qual
ified student loan up to
$10,000, if eligible.
YouH usually serve one
weekend a month. plus
two weeks Annual Train
ing. And you'll serve with
an Army Reserve unit
near your campus.
Over $35,000 toward
college -- .for part-tim- e
service.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:
264-114-6
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
ARMY RESERVE
www.goarmy.com
Beginning Friday
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I
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Dance;
'
.Team :
Auditions
Saturday
September 23 .
Multi Purpose Gym
in PEC
11 a.m.- - 1a.m.
Please Come
Prepared
Questions?
Sylvia x6733
Cinemark
Movies 10
What lies Beneath (PG-1- 3)
Bait(R) . .
Urban Legends: Final Cut (R)
Bring it On (PG-1- 3)
The Replacements (PG-1- 3)
Coyote Ugly (PG-1- 3)
The Watcher (R)
.
The Cell (R)
1
'Space Cowboys(PG-13- )
aunsmne t,V
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(1:20)4:05,6:55,9:45
(1:25)4:10,7:35, 10:05
(1:25)4:45, 7:20,9:50
(1:50)4:25,7:00,9:30
(1:35) 4:50, 7:25, 9:55
(1:30)4:35,7:05,9:40
(1:00)4:15,7:40, 10:10
(2:00)4:30,7:45, 10:15
(1:15)4:00,7:15, 10:00
(1:05)4:40,8:15 .
i f;() Saturday and Sunday Only .i; Sorryi no passes
: , All shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
i c-- v General Admission $5.75 for adults, i -- M
1: 5 1 Friday and Saturday after 5:00 pan! $6f " r
, Fii Matee show MbnlFri " V , !
fj. --jirk--1; -- vl si' --- 4.fi . jnoz-t-; v rn -
3 -- V' jw for complete listings, call 345-87- 5 , . it.
Party on the Green big success
i'Chris Powers
Viewpoints Editor
In years past, Party on the
Green has been nothing more than
a handful of students groggily lis-
tening to music that nobody has
ever heard, listlessly drinking beer
in a futile effort to make things
interesting. (Let me clarify. This
is just what I heard. Like most of
you, I had never been there
before, either.) However, this
year's event was a much bigger
success. It was still full of music
I'd never heard, but at least the
bands made it fun.
The concert began when Angry
Salad took the stage around 8 p.m.
last Saturday night on the Quad.
The band from Providence, Rhode
Island made their presence felt
with a couple of their better
known songs, including "The
Milkshake Song" and a cover of
'80s hit "99 Red Balloons" that
rocked a lot better than the origi-
nal. I can't say a lot about these
guys, because I only caught the
last couple songs of their set.
Angry Salad seemed to put on a
pretty decent performance,
although everybody knew who
the crowd came Out to see. After
: about a half-ho-ur recess, Blessid
Union of Souls took the stage.
Blessid Union is both the biggest
band to play at Party on the Green
in recent memory and the biggest
popular music event at the
College since the Rusted Root
show two years ago.
Now, I didn't think. I knew a
damn thing about Blessid Union,
except for that song that was on
the radio about every two minutes
last summer that dropped names
like Cindy Crawford and Jim
Carrey, among others. (I later
found out this song is called "Hey
Leonardo.") .
WAYNE COUNTYT T NATIONAL BANK
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Dean of Students Kenneth Plusquellec dances with students at
the Party on the Green.
So I wasn't really expecting
much from this event except the
cheap beer at the back of the tent
But as the concert rolled on I
began to realize that I had heard
quite a few of the tunes they were
playing, including "I Believe" and
their most recent release "The Girl
I Was Telling you About" These
songs really electrified the audi-
ence, and the band began to feed
off the excitement Before long,
most of the crowd was dancing
and having a blast Even Dean of
Students Ken Plusquellec got his
swerve on. as he cut a rug with
some students.
Overall, the band's energetic set
. . . Tellers ' i "
A Wayne County National Bank is seeking individuals to fill PT Teller
positions in tha Wboster k. The hours are general! 10 ami - 2 p.m., .
Monday - Friday 8 am.'- - 12 noon on Saturday and 1 11 a m. - 5 p.m. on
rSundays.; Experience in banking industry helpful but not jiedetsaryj i
Apply --during business hours at aay ofour banking centers ( i
U '& :. I.? i C . :EOE-..j- t flk' J .' K t 0 5 I
II I. Ml. I l.L.J '.I. . ' . i 11 I - :1 1 I '
i i k'HI a i ! i 1 r.i ! i.l :
photo by James Allardice
made for an enjoyable evening,
even-thoug- h I was unfamiliar with
the music. Evidently, other stu-
dents felt the same way, because
people stayed long enough to
make SAB run out of beer not
once, but twice.
Parry on the Green was a major
success,' showing what happens
when SAB brings in a big band-Hopefull- y
they can do it again in
the future. it. ii . ;
1 ' " : ,
- ; ii' i '.'it.'.' . i i ' 1
; 4 l 1 f i rn i 'jH l i ..i f
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Dead Skins: Superbowl
There are still 13 more games to
ping a 27-2- 1 game to Dallas on Monday night, the Washington
"Redskins are looking up to see .500. The "Skins have a $100 mil-
lion payroll, possibly the largest ever for a professional sports team,-bu- t
so far it hasn't helped them in their quest for a Superbowl ring.
They have signed so many high priced veterans they look like an
all-st- ar team from five years ago.
Washington has many good teams coming up on their schedule,
including the Giants (30) and Tampa Bay (3-0- ), and they are good.)
enough to win both. Quarterback Brad Johnson, who played his '
first season and his first Pro Bowl last year, has thrown only two
touchdowns and five interceptions. After the Redskins signed
freeagent Jeff George from the Raiders, the team has come under
fire for not starting him instead. Johnson will probably be given
week to himself. - --.one more prove -
Tlwrpedo falls short ofgold sweep in Sydney
In a nation that loves swimming like we love Springer, Ian
Thorpe, 17, is a national hero in every sense. He gets mobbed like v
Jordan in Chicago and Gretzky in Canada, and not just during the
Olympics but yea-- round. After winning two golds, one silver and
a new 400 free record the first day of competition, the nation and
the world held their breath hoping he could knock off Pieter van '.
den Hoogenband of the Netherlands in the 200 free.
He was a half-secon- d off the new world record van den
Hoogenband set, a mile in swimming terms, and the self-pro- -
claimed "gladiator" wasn't even too put off. "You have to be
happy with what you do. I'm happy with the result, I gave it my
. best shot." Knowing this was his country, his pool, and his race,
did he feel bad about the second place finish? "No, not all," he
shrugged. "Every athlete comes here to compete. It is a privilege
to compete in the Olympics. It is an opportunity that only a few
people ever have. I'm enjoying every minute of it" The whole
world is enjoying it too. ";
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Sports briefs compiled by staff writer Josh Pantesco -
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Scots fall to Battling Bishops
Ben Mitchell
Asst. Sports Editor
The Wooster field hockey team
split a pair of NCAC conference
games against Kenyon and Ohio
Wesleyan this week. The team
beat Kenyon 4-- 0 on Saturday.
The following Wednesday the
team lost their first conference
game of the season to Ohio
Wesleyan.
The host- - Scots dominated the
match against Kenyon, outshoot-in- g
the Ladies 26--0. Emily White
'02 scored the first goal of the
game off an assist by Amanda
Bernardon '01. Early in the sec-
ond half, Lindsey Boardman '03
gave Wooster a 2-- 0 lead with goal
off of a pass from White. White
scored her second goal of the
game and seventh of the year just
two minutes later with an assist
from teammate Nicole Pritchard
'04. The Scots' fourth goal of the
game came from Alanna Tryder
'04, who scored the first goal of
her Wooster career.
This was Melissa Gooodwin's
'01 first shutout of the season.
White said of the game, "This was
a fun game; we played as well as
We have all season."
Yesterday, Wooster hosted Ohio
Wesleyan. The Scots lost the
Men 's soccer defeats' Kenyon
Todd Worly
Staff Writer
The men's soccer team found
out Saturday that all good things
must come to an end. After
sprinting out of the gates with a
six game unbeaten streak, the
Scots finally suffered their first
setback, 1-- 0, in their NCAC open-
er at Earlham.
The game was a defensive
struggle, as Wooster goalie Adam
Wegner '01 led the way with five
saves. The Scots had to play into
the wind in the first half and were
outplayed ' by the Quakers.
However, Wooster was able to
keep the game 'scoreless heading
into the break.
The second half, however, was
a different story. ' With the wind
note behind' thern, the Scots
Lindsey Boardman '03 battles
game 2-- 1. Boardman was the
lone scorer for Wooster with her
fifth goal of the season. Ohio
Wesleyan, predicted in the presea-
son to contend for the conference
title, has fallen short of expecta-
tions. With a 2-- 4 overall record
and a 2-- 2 conference mark the
Bishops have been disappointing
thus far.
"We are a stronger team then
they are and did not play up to
par," White said. "We did not play
very aggressive; it was a very dis
"...came out in the second half and
pounded them," said sweeper
Richard Albeit '02. "Our defense
was playing well, but-w- e just
weren't taking advantage of our
opportunities on offense," he
added.
That failure to convert on the
offensive end would come back to
haunt the Scots. In the 76th
minute, Wooster committed an
unfortunate foul outside the box,
which eventually resulted in the
game-winni- ng goal by Earlham's
Marc Sampson.
Despite the loss, the seasdn h'as "
not been without its share of bigh-light- s.
Wooster (4-1-- 2, 0-- 1) is
playing splendidly as a unit.j"0)uj
defense is solid, our midfieljd'is-tenaciou- s,
'and our forwards- - are
playing well. If we can just find a
way to put a few more balls in the
Photo by Ameila Kays
for control of the ball.
appointing loss."
Lindsey Boardman echoed
many of White's sentiments, say-
ing, "This was a game that we
needed and should have won. We
could have played a lot better."
Wooster has 6-- 1 Wittenberg to
look forward to on Sunday. This
is a crucial conference game, as
both teams have title hopes.
"Wittenberg is another big game,
this gives us a chance to make up
for the loss to Ohio Wesleyan."
Boardman concluded.
net, everything will be fine."
Albeit said.
And everything turned out okay
when the Scots hosted conference
competitor Kenyon on
Wednesday. Dan Kelly '02 took
care of business on the offensive
end by scoring both of Wooster"s
goals. Kelly's first goal came from an
unusual source, goalkeeper Adam
Wegner '01. Kelly collected the clear
and converted it into a goal.
Wegner not only assisted with
Kelly's goal, but he also tallied his
first shutout of the season. The
? Scots added to their l-- O lead in the
second half when Kelly redirected
a cross from Adam Zimmerman
Othyough the legs of the Lords'
-- kepft Seeking another victory,
Wooster ) travels' o 3 Hiram for
another important conference
match.
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t One may be the loneliest
--Dumber, but sometimes it's all
you need
j Last Thursday, one goal was
enough for the women's soccer
team to shut out Earlhum, the first
' time since 1996 that the Scots have
' defeated the Quakers. '
f The game was a physical one,
vwith both sides battling back
land forth throughout the match.
However, things fell into place
' for Wooster just under twenty
rminutes into the contest. -
The Scots took possession of
iihs ball deep in their territory,
and Becca Stinson '03 got off a
' quick pass to Jessica Cxon '03.
I Bacon snacced it ar.J drove the
ball downfield r h-- i e f.-eJln- g it
to Beth II ;-- r '03.
E Hernminger turr.-.-- J n the assist
and drilled tr.e past the
'Quaker goalie a- - : :' e hack
ofthe.net.
IThe ah-- -
goal can re
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THE CAMPUS
UNDERGROUND PRESENTS
Friday
Happy Hour 5-- 9 p.m.
Dance Party 9 p.m. -- 1 a.m.
Saturday
Dance Party 9 p m. - 1 a.m.
Monday
Sports Night 8-1- 1 p.m.
Wednesday
After Hours Cafe 9 p.m. -- 1 2 a.m.
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a conference matchup in a year
the Scots hope to contend for the
NCAC title.
. "Beating Earlham was a pretty
big win for us," Emily Cole '01
said. It started off our confer-
ence season in the right direc-
tion."
But the Earlham victory
; served another purpose, as well:
preparing the Scots for their next
NCAC tilt. After a non-conferen- ce
matchup against Baldwin-tWalla- ce
on Sat, the Scots turn
their attention to conference
powerhouse Denison on the road
on Tuesday. The road to the
NCAC title goes right through
Granville, as the Big Red,
' though sporting a pathetic nick-
name, fields one of the premiere
women's soccer programs in the
country. .. . .'-"- " "' ; ,
.
--
; , The Earlham game "kind of
got us mentally ready for our
game against Denison, which
will he one of the bijgest games
we r.! y j.'I ear," Cole said. In
ord.T n thh;.t t'-- e Big Red,
' z"A have to rhi every'-- 1 :"-- S
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.
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Football trounces Grove City
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Saturday's home opener
between the Scots and Grove City
pitted strength against strength,
Ail-Americ- an versus All-Americ- an
and Wooster's player of
the year candidate versus Grove
City's player of the year candi-
date.
Wooster's Seth Duerr '01 vs.
Grove City's R.J. Bowers.
Duerr won both the game and
the battle within the game.
Wooster's defense, led by Duerr's
14 tackles, limited Bowers to just
139 yards rushing, en route to a
27-- 7 victory.
Bowers entered the game need-
ing 155 yards to break the
Division III career rushing mark,
but was limited to just 4.1 yards
per carry and will have to wait
another week to set yet another
record.
After Bowers led the
Wolverines to the end zone on the
first drive accounting for 44 of
Grove City's 51 yards the Scot
defense stymied the nation's best
running back.
Grove City jumped out to an
early 7-- 0 lead in the first quarter,
while the Scot offense struggled
to mount any sort of threat in the
initial 15 minutes.
HoweverT earTy'in the second
quarter the Scots tied the game,
with a 50-ya- rd drive culminating
with an 11 --yard touchdown run
from Scott Jones '03.
The rest of the first half the Scot
defense continued to control the
Grove City offense specifically
Bowers while the offense was
unable to gain any momentum
until late in the first half.
Grove City moved the ball into
Scot territory before a fumble
from running back Jack Gillespie
was recovered by Scot safety
Scott McManamon '02.
With under three minutes left in
the first half, quarterback Justin
Abraham '01 scampered for a
touchdown from the 26-ya- rd line,
putting the Scots up 14--7 going
into halftime.
, Early in the third quartet the
punter Ryan Hartschuh ;'03, pinned
ithe; Wolverines, dowr ipside their
own five-yar- d line.
r;
Rob Hooper '03 surges upfield
Again the Scot defense came up
big, forcing a three and out from
the Wolverines, and the Wooster
offense took over at the Grove
City 37-ya- rd line.
The Scots' seven-pla- y, 37-ya- rd
drive was capped by running back
Rob Hooper's 03 touchdown run
from one-yar- d out.
With the score at 21-- 7 and the
Grove City offense struggling to
mount any sort of reasonable
attack, the Scot victory appeared
in hand.
Joe Zombek '01 added two late
field goals to push the Wooster
lead to 27-- 7. The Scot defense's
dominance limited Grove City to
just 153 total yards 139 of which
came from Bowers. Bowers also
had two fumbles on the day.
Duerr spearheaded the Wooster
attack, recovering' a fumble and
also notching a sack. Comerback
Seth Mastrine '01 added a late
interception, the 12th of his
career, moving him into third
place on Wooster's all-ti- me list.
V. ' 1
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in Saturday 's game.
While the defense's corralling
of Bowers stole the headlines,
Jones performance in just his
second career start bolstered
an offensive unit that struggled to
move the ball through the air.
Jones ended the day with 106
yards on 24 carries, his first 100-yar- d
game of his career.
Abraham finislied the day with
140 passing yards, completing
18-of-- 31 attempts to. six different
receivers. Abraham also threw an
early interception and was sacked
three times.
Hartschuh has admirably filled
the void left by All-Americ- an
punter Matt Mahaffey '00, pin-
ning the Wolverines inside the 20-yar- d
line four times in six punts
and averaging 39 yards per kick.
This weekend the Scots will
travel to Gambier to take on
Kenyon in their conference open-
er.
The Lords battled Grove City to
.overtime two weeks ago before
eventually losing 27-2- 1.
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Scots back above .500
Sarah Strickler
Staff Writer
- While the crowds were cheer-
ing to the sounds of bagpipes and
clashing football helmets in Papp
Stadium, the Wooster women's
volleyball team was playing a gru-
eling tournament across, the state
at Defiance College. The first test
of the day matched the Scots
against Tiffin.
After overcoming a slow start
and a first game loss of 15--5, Wooster
took the second game 15--1. Tiffin
returned with a third game win of
15-- 9, to which Wooster responded
with a 15-- 9 win in game four.
Finally, the Lady Dragons closed
out the first five-ga- me match of
the season for the Scots with a 15-- 9
victory.
Although the Scots fell in this
close match, several players dis-
played noteworthy performances.
Holli Camelio '02 led the team in
assists with 24 and also con-
tributed nine kills. Teammate Erin
Donne 11 '03 added team highs of
18 kills and 19 digs, and Jen
Petkovsek '02 supplied 17 digs '.
and three blocks.
The Scots rebounded well from
the tight match with a victory over
Defiance College, the tourney
host. The Scots defeated the Lady
Jackets 15--2, 15-1-2, 15-1- 2. Donnell
Gross country triumphant afTSTCAC tourney
Rachel Dawson
Staff Writer
: Wooster's cross country teams
traveled to Gambier last Saturday
morning for the 2000 GLCA
Cross Country Championships.
Both teams mounted an impres-
sive showing. The men's team
captured first place with 38
points. Kenyon followed with 44
points. The women harriers
scored 94 points, good enough for
Football
Sept. 23 at Kenyon
Field Hockey
Sept. 24 at Wittenberg
- again led the Scots in kills with
13, and she also had 13 digs.
Megan Burgdorf '03. also record-
ed 13 digs, and Beth Moore '03
provided a team-be- st 17 assists.
On Monday, the Scots took on
Malone College at home. Malone
took an early lead in the first
game, leading 8-- 0 before settling
into a 15-- 8 victory. However, the
Scots answered with a 15-- 1 1 win
in game two. The Lady Pioneers
then took control of the match and
won the next game 15-- 9. In the
fourth game the Scots found
themselves in a 12-- 4 hole, but
they regained composure and bal-
anced the score at 14 points.
Finally, Malone won the final two
points of the game and the match.
Donnell had 14 kills in the
Wooster effort, and Petkovsek had
12 block solos and nine block
assists.
Rounding out the week for the
Scots was last night's trip to
Kenyon where they faced their
first NCAC opponents of the year.
The Scots claimed victory in their
first conference match of the year
in four games. After winning the
first game of the night, the Ladies
returned with a second game win.
However, the Scots retrieved con-- --
trol of the match and won the final
two games. Camelio expressed
third behind Denison (36) and
Albion (60). .
Building off his strong perform-
ance two weeks ago, Brendan
Callahan '03 won the men's race
with a time of 25:51. Marty
Coppola '02 placed sixth (26:30),
Nick Chiorian 01 finished sev-
enth (26:38) and Evan McDaniels
'03 earned eighth place (26:39).
Jared Rhode 03 completed the
top five with a 16th place finish
(27:15).
Volleyball
Sept. 23 vs. Ohio Wesleyan
Sept. 23 at Allegheny
Sept: 26 vs. Heidelberg :
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Holly Camillo '02 spikes the ball against Malone College.
the team's excitement with the
win. "We had a positive team atti-
tude and I think it was our turn-
around point in the season,'' she
said. The Scots have regained a
Sandy Tecklenburg '01 led the
way for the women, placing third
in 19:3a Rachel Dawson '01 fol-
lowed in 10th place with a time of
19:56. ;
Lis Minich '02 stepped it up to
place 18th in 20:13. Colleen Call
'04, Barbara Patrick 03 and
Devon Herl '03 also turned in
strong performances.
Head Coach Dennis Rice was
extremely pleased with the results
displayed by both teams. "Both
Women's Soccer
Sept. 21 at Baldwin- -
. Wallace
Sept 23 at Denison
Sept. 26 vs. Allegheny
winning record at 6--5. and travel
this weekend to Allegheny's floor
to take on both Allegheny and
Ohio Wesleyan in conference
matchups.
teams went out to. compete and pro-
duced great results for this early in the
season,'' he said. "We will continue to
work hard and - see .improvements '
throughout the season. The goal, is to
be competitive in our conference and :
region come the end of the sea--so-n,"
he said.
.
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This weekend, the Scots 'will
host a field of nine teams in the
Wooster Invitational. The women
run at 1 1 a.m., while the men start
at 11:45 a.m. - ' ? .
Men 's Soccer
.
1
Sept. 23 at Hiram
Sept. 27 vs. Muskingum t
Cross (Country ;
Sept. 23 Wooster
. .
Invitational
